16 TEAMS FROM 12 COUNTRIES

ACAPULCO GAGARIN JEDDAH LAUSANNE SPORT LIMAN MAYAGUEZ MEXICO CITY OMAHA 3BALL OMAHA SOUTH 3BALL RIGA RIO PRETO RUNA SAKIAI GULBELE SAN JUAN PCI GROUP ULAANBAATAR MMC ENERGY UTRECHT
PEOPLE REACHED
3M
VIEWS
1M
INTERACTIONS
300K

DIGITAL IMPACT
TV PRESENCE

LIVE ON TVC DEPORTES
TEAM COMPETITION

RIGA (LAT) WIN THEIR SECOND WORLD TOUR MASTERS OF THE SEASON

KARLIS LASMANIS, NAMED MVP
INDIVIDUAL CONTESTS

BRANDON RUFFIN (USA) WINS DUNK CONTEST

TJ FERNANDEZ [SAN JUAN PCI GROUP, PUR] WINS WILSON SHOOT-OUT CONTEST
FULL HOUSE AND HUGE LINES TO GET IN
STANDINGS
FIBA 3x3 WORLD TOUR 2021

1. Riga (LAT)
2. UB (SRB)
3. Liman (SRB)
4. Amsterdam Talent & Pro (NED)
5. Antwerp (BEL)
6. San Juan PCI Group (PUR)
7. Jeddah (KSA)
8. Sakai Globale (LTU)
9. Gagarin (RUS)
10. Princeton (USA)
11. Graz (AUT)
12. Lausanne Sport (SUI)

#3x3WT
SEE YOU IN JEDDAH!